
WARNINGS Paintball can result in serious injury or blindness. Always observe the 
rules of safe play and safe paint marker handling.  Always Keep the goggles on 

during play. Do not play with markers exceeding 300.fps(92m/s). The CRBN Zero 
Goggle system is suitable for protection using .43 to .68 caliber paintballs. The CRBN 

ZERO Goggle is equipped with either a single anti-fog lens or thermal double pane 
lens. Replace all lenses hit from 10ft(3m) or less. Replace lenses annually.

Only use lenses designed by CRBN to the Zero Goggle. Always ensure the lens and 
goggle strap are properly locked. Clean and disinfect lens and goggle after every 
game. Store the CRBN Zero goggle in a dry and ventilated area.  Store away from 

chemicals or fumes.  Clean only with water. 

The CRBN Zero provides Basic Coverage for head sizes Small to XL. To properly fit the 
GS Goggle to your head, put on the goggle, and tighten the goggle strap by pulling 

the tabs on the back of the strap in opposite directions toward the ears.  Tighten the 
goggle until it presses snuggly against your face and does not shift side to side or 
up and down. If the strap is overly tight, loosen the goggle strap by pulling the tabs 

inward. Attach the chinstrap by locking the buckle in place.

If you need a copy of this product manual or have any other questions about 
the product please contact CRBN Co via the contact us page found on:

A copy of CRBN Zero Goggle’s Declaration of Conformity can be found at:
http://www.carbonpaintball.com/manuals/zero/Ce.PDF
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The CRBN Zero Goggle system is designed and tested to function only with original 
parts made for it.

+ Do not modify the goggle system or any of its parts by cutting, painting, dying, engraving 
or any other means.

+ The CRBN C-SPEC Lenses all have an anti fog treatment applied to them. They are not 
designed to be used with aftermarket anti fog treatments. As with all lenses fogging can 
occur.

+ Do not use the Zero Goggle without the ear pads or chin strap. These components should 
not be removed from the goggle system

+This goggle system is NOT designed for simulation ammunition used by the law enforce-
ment. 
+ The Zero Goggle system is designed to be used in paintball games played in a structured 
and organized fashion with referees and markers chronoed to be shooting less than 300 
Feet per second. Even following all the safety guidelines you can get hurt playing paintball. 
No goggle system can prevent serious injury in all situations.

+ Do not use eyeglasses or Sunglasses with the CRBN Zero goggle. If you require vision 
correction use either contact lenses or CRBN approved RX insert.

+ Do not use glue, especially CA type “super”glue to fix any part of the goggle. The vapors of 
the glue will weaken the lens and plastic rapidly.

+ Product is not designed for young children of 10 years and younger.

1) Read and understand the warnings and safety guidelines above. Even for 
experienced paintball players it's important to read through them

2) Remove the protective film from the inside of the lens. There is a tab to pull 
from on the right side of the goggle

3) Check that the goggle has all the parts and is fully assembled. This should be 
done each time the goggle is used

4) Put the goggles on your head. Secure firmly on your face by pulling the 
adjustment tabs of the goggle strap outwards until strap if secure

5) Lock the chin strap in place by bringing the two parts close together. After 
hearing a click ensure the lock is in place by pulling the chin strap down

6) The goggles need to be secure and should not be shaking or moving on your head.
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For further details please watch our lens installation video available at 
https://crbnpaintball.com/pages/zero-goggle-manual

+ VIDEO GUIDE

+ REMOVING AND CHANGING THE LENS

Removing the C-SPEC lens from the Zero goggle system is a simple process. The 
lens should be removed for cleaning, changing to another type if the conditions so 
require or anytime after being hit from closer than 10 feet (3 meters). 

To remove the lens twist the strap ends towards the middle of the goggle. Then 
rotate the right side clockwise 90 degrees and the left side counter clockwise 90 
degrees. Pull out the lock tabs towards the center of the goggle so they become 
detached and are held in place only by the sewn on strap.  Push out the lens 
through the front.

To install a lens follow the steps in reverse. Make sure to ensure the lens is fully 
seated in place and lock tabs are rotated into the locked position. 

For further details please watch our installation video available at  
https://crbnpaintball.com/pages/zero-goggle-manual

+ VIDEO GUIDE

+ INSTALLING OPTIONAL STORM UNIT AND VISOR

+ CLEANING AND STORAGE

The Zero goggles come with an optional storm unit. The purpose of the storm unit 
is to give the user the option of getting protection from rain and severe weather if 
required. The storm unit can be used in four ways

1) Plain with the blank cover installed. This removes venting holes from the top of the goggle 
and protects rain and moisture from going in. Risk of lens fogging increases
2) With a visor installed. (see below about installation)
3) With the Blower Fan (sold separately) installed
4) With both the Blower fan (sold separately) and Visor installed

The installation of the storm unit is easier to do with the Lens removed. First step 
is to remove the standard top vent cover firmly pushing from the inside out and 
up. The part will pop out of place. To install the storm unit part place the two hooks 
on the ends of the unit to the receiving slots on the frame. Next lock the middle 
lock tabs in place both on the very top and behind the soft foam. Finally push any 
remaining top locks in place.

For further details please watch our installation video available at  
https://crbnpaintball.com/pages/zero-goggle-manual

+ VIDEO GUIDE

+ VISOR INSTALLATION OPTIONS

The visor can be attached to the storm unit in two ways. From the factory it comes 
installed with magnets that allow simple click on installation of the visor the 
storm unit. As the magnets have a limited holding force certain players may prefer 
to attach the visor permanently to the storm unit. To do this you need to

1) Push out the four magnets of the plastic housing. Keep the magnets so that you 
can switch back later if you change your mind. 
2) Put on the visor in place
3) Screw four philips head screws from the bottom of the storm unit to the visor. 
Screws are supplied with the goggle system. 

Use only water to clean the goggle  system. Do not use chemicals. Especially solvents 
and acetone vapors even in small quantities will weaken the lens and goggle rapidly. 

Clean your goggles immediately after each use. Do not store the goggles covered 
with paint and dirt. Use the supplied microfiber cloth to clean the outside of the lens.  

The inner lens surface needs to be treated very carefully as it scratches very easily. 

The mask and strap can be cleaned with a water hose after removing the lens. The 
strap should not be machine washed.

Store the CRBN goggle in its provided case. The storage area should not be cold or 
hot but close to room temperature.  Do not store the goggles in direct sunlight. 

DO NOT SUBMERGE THE LENS INTO WATER!
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